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Medium and Message in
Contemporary H
. aredi
Adventure Fiction
earful that emancipation and modernity would undermine Jewish
observance, h.aredi (ultra-Orthodox) Jewry has tried to shore up
tradition through strict adherence to Halakhah, distinctive dress,
deep-seated religious conservatism, social isolationism, and opposition
to interaction with the non-h.aredi world. Tracing its roots to the antimodernistic ideology of R. Moshe Sofer (H
. atam Sofer) and his students
in mid-nineteenth century Hungary, h. aredi Jewry has spread from
Eastern Europe to Israel, the United States, and around the globe. It
consciously rejects the non-Orthodox branches of Judaism that modernity has sprouted, as well as more liberal Orthodoxy, which it sees as an
inadequate compromise with the threats of secular culture.
From the outside, h.aredi society appears to be homogeneous and
static, an anachronistic throwback to the Middle Ages that has somehow
survived into modernity. This perception is reinforced by h.aredi selfperception as the voice of an age-old Judaism that stands in lonely
opposition to modern heresy and religious confusion. In fact, however,
h.aredi society remains in a constant and tension-filled dialogue with
modernity and it has changed dramatically over time in response to
ongoing historical, social, economic, and ideological pressures. In every
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environment it has found itself, h.aredi Jewry has acculturated to at least
some degree into outside society.1
One example of h.aredi acculturation and adjustment to changing
conditions is the development in the past three decades of a vast h.aredi
popular literature. Thousands of titles in numerous genres are sold both
in Israel and in the Diaspora. They are bought by the thousands. This
literature include translations of and commentaries on classic Jewish
texts, works of ideology and theology, guides for ba‘alei teshuvah,
halakhic codes, self-help and parenting guides, children’s books, history
and personal memoirs, cookbooks, periodicals, and fiction, among
other categories.2
Orthodox popular literature in general, and fiction in particular, are
natural responses to the conditions of Orthodoxy as a minority in modern society. Orthodoxy has a long tradition of imitating contemporary
literary styles and genres for several reasons.3 Orthodox Jews of all kinds
are often genuinely acculturated, and the same cultural forces which
make a genre popular among the general public affect Orthodox Jews as
well. They may prefer an Orthodox version of a literary genre, however,
so that it will match their values and concerns. In addition, imitating
the most contemporary styles helps make tradition seem sophisticated
and up-to-date. This allows Orthodoxy to respond to modernity and its
perceived anti-Orthodox biases on modernity’s own terms.4
The explosion of this literature particularly in the past thirty years
can be explained by at least four factors. First, Orthodoxy as a whole,
and especially h.aredi Jewry, has grown dramatically in terms of numbers and self-confidence during these years. A critical mass of self-consciously h. aredi Jews became the market for this literature. Second,
mainstream Western culture has become less traditionalist, more individualistic, and increasingly sexually explicit, pushing h. aredi Jews to
create alternatives to the Western popular culture which seemed less
compatible with their religious values.5 Third, technological advances
make writing, publishing, and distribution cheaper and more efficient,
allowing for profitable publishing to a small market. Fourth, and most
importantly, Orthodoxy in general and h.aredi Orthodoxy in particular
have pushed toward greater isolation during these years and developed
an enclave culture.6 This enclave culture tries to create a complete social
envelope for the individual, such that he or she will venture outside the
enclave as little as possible. H
. aredi popular literature discourages group
members from extensively consuming secular popular culture by providing a distinctively h.aredi alternative.
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In fact, this literature is only one part of a wider h.aredi popular culture that helps h.aredi Jewry create distinctive communities with expansive social capital and a thick cultural atmosphere. H
. aredi music, computer games and films, recreational activities, summer camps, jargon,
and the like contribute to h.aredi distinctiveness. Furthermore, a “material Judaism”7 has also emerged, a h.aredi physical culture which includes
ritual objects, games and toys, formal and casual clothing, decorative
arts, food, house-wares, buildings and architecture, and even medicines.
Ironically, however, this isolationist popular culture also reflects the
deep acculturation of the h.aredi community, as the forms, styles, genres,
language, and even values embodied by this popular culture are remarkably parallel to those of non-h.aredi culture. For example, h.aredi self-help
books manifest marked similarities to their secular or Christian counterparts, and sometimes admit openly to borrowing from non-Jewish
sources.8 By providing h.aredi versions of non-h.aredi cultural resources,
h.aredi popular culture allows h.aredim to absorb what they want from
the outside while still maintaining a fairly totalizing sub-culture.
From the perspective of its critics, literature from h.aredi publishers
like Artscroll, Feldheim, and Targum Press is simple-minded, shallow,
and unsophisticated. At best, it should not be considered serious Torah
scholarship; at worst it is an active distortion of history and truth.9
While much of the critique may be justified, I would like to argue that
this approach makes it impossible to use this literature as a lens through
which to examine the internal discourse and complex reality of the contemporary ultra-Orthodox community. Given the vast popularity of
this literature, both within the h. aredi community and increasingly
within non-h.aredi Orthodoxy, it is imperative to study h.aredi popular
culture in order to gain a richer understanding of the texture of contemporary Orthodox life.
When examined from this perspective, this literature reveals a great
deal more nuance and complexity than the critics give it credit for. It
reflects the h. aredi struggle with the tension between tradition and
modernity, between isolation and involvement. It encapsulates important ideological disputes within h.aredi Jewry, challenging the stereotype
of h. aredim and their popular literature as being single-minded and
monolithic. Recently, scholars have begun to examine the way in which
the sacred and profane are intermingled in these works and in the daily
lives of contemporary h.aredi Jews.10
In this essay, I would like to focus on fiction, a genre of h.aredi popular literature that makes no claim to be serious Torah scholarship and
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is therefore least susceptible to attacks by Modern Orthodox intellectuals. In the first half of the essay, I will try to place this fiction in cultural
perspective and examine the way in which the sheer novelty of h.aredi
fiction creates ideological challenges for such a conservative culture. In
the second half of the essay, I will examine the works of Yair Weinstock
—an Israeli h. aredi author whose works have been translated into
English and who was one of the first to write h.aredi adventure and
thriller fiction—as a case study though which to examine the ideological
messages, social criticisms, and ambiguous religious agendas that can be
embedded in this fiction. I will try to identify the ways in which these
novels reflect the complexity of h. aredi Jewry’s attempts to navigate
between its isolationist community and the outside culture.

I. Ideological Forces, Market Forces,
and the Spread of H.aredi Fiction
While authors like Marcus Lehmann and R. Yudel Rosenberg had been
writing (and, in the case of Rosenberg, plagiarizing) Orthodox fiction in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,11 the trend did not
catch on extensively until the 1970’s, when h.aredi authors began widespread production of children’s fiction to satisfy the voracious appetites
of young readers whose parents wanted literature that would reinforce
h.aredi ideas and practice. After gradually spreading to teen fiction, the
first works of adult fiction appeared in the mid 1990’s, but only after
pressure from authors and readers.12 After all, adults should spend their
spare time on Torah study and religious growth, not fiction. The ideological problems with adult fiction were eased by the fact that most of
the literature was written by and for women, who have lesser obligations
to study Torah.13 As these works began to sell, publishers and authors
became bolder, producing the first works of crime and adventure fiction
in the late 1990’s.
The novelty of Orthodox fiction for adults is reflected in a 1993 collection of short stories, which is simply entitled Fiction, emphasizing the
uniqueness of the genre itself.14 Yet, a community ostensibly dedicated to
the conservative notion that “h.adash asur min ha-Torah” (novelty is prohibited by the Torah)15 cannot easily accept such literary innovation.
Some ideologues polemicized against the new fiction, calling it a waste of
time, false, or a distraction from the true goals of a Torah life. The Jewish
people “has produced hundreds and thousands of seforim. . . . We never
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had any tradition of fiction! Stories of Gedolim, yes; fiction, no.” 16
Similarly, one experienced educator railed that Orthodox Jews “must
write only truth, pure truth. Any book of fiction contains falsehood. Why
should we let the youth read books when there are Gemara and Ein
Ya‘akov [a commentary on Talmudic aggadah] and other holy books,
passed from generation to generation? Reading [fictional] books distracts
youth from learning [Torah], and creates lazy thinking habits.”17 One of
the haskamot to Yair Weinstock’s biography of R. Moshe Sofer emphasizes
“the importance of books which include true stories about the great and
righteous men of Israel” (emphasis in original), implicitly questioning the
value of the fiction which Weinstock himself had penned.18
The editors of Fiction try to respond to the critics by providing an
ideological justification for fiction. “Good fiction—and we’ve got
some of the best here—can be a luminous spotlight on life, allowing
us to view others, and ourselves, in its unyielding ray. It enables us to
examine conflicts, crises, and subtleties of relationships…in order to
understand others—and ourselves.”19 This defense of fiction/Fiction
depends on two arguments, one overt and the other covert. Overtly,
the editors have adapted an argument popular in Modern Orthodox
intellectual circles: that literature can be a useful tool for getting readers in touch with the complexities of the human condition.20 Yet, this
apparent agreement between the two approaches brings the editors’
covert argument to the fore, and emphasizes an underlying dispute
between them. The claim that this collection contains “some of the
best” fiction seems absurd if the stories are to be compared to the
great works of the Western tradition. It seems, then, that the editors
expect their work to be compared only to other works of h.aredi fiction. The editors leave a critical argument unstated: that the reader
will not, or should not, leave the confines of the h. aredi enclave in
order to find an entertaining and meaningful book. Other writers
make this unstated argument explicit, perhaps more explicit than the
editors of Fiction would be comfortable with. “Most [Western] literature” represents “a rebellion against God and His Torah.”21 Similarly, a
“ba‘alat teshuvah—or any religious woman who has drunk deeply
from secular, Western literature—may find that she turned away from
that literature because of its ethical vacancy.”22
Other ideologues provide a narrower defense of fiction. H
. aredi fiction is a means toward certain limited pedagogic ends. In the United
States, where most h.aredi children receive a basic high-school education, some educators advocate the replacement, at least partially, of the
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elementary and high-school English curriculum with h.aredi youth fiction. F. Diskind, for example, does not
reject . . . English language studies . . . [because] specific English skills . . .
can be helpful. . . . These include the ability to express oneself effectively,
both orally and in writing, and to critically interpret daily encounters as
well as communal, national and international events. In addition, students learn to cull the main idea from verbose presentations of issues in
both speech and writing.23

Yitzchok Kasnett used a scientific scale to measure the grade-level of
various works of h.aredi youth fiction, and prepared a teacher’s guide for
another novel.24 For these educators, h.aredi fiction can teach certain
technical communication and language skills without exposing youth to
the dangers of pernicious Western literature.
According to another author of h.aredi children’s books, children’s
fiction teaches values, not only skills. Juvenile fiction is “important”
because it is a “potent means of educating, of forming opinions, of
bonding loyalties. A good story can often accomplish what hours—
maybe even weeks or months—of direct education cannot do.”25 Yet,
unlike the editors of Fiction, this author’s stated goal is not to sensitize
students to the complexities of the human condition, but to inculcate
specific values. This author realizes that she must sacrifice compelling
or attractive writing for the sake of ethical and religious edification.
How didactic should the book be? Most people, including children, don’t
particularly like being lectured at. But if you rule out didactics, how can
you be sure your message will come across clearly? . . . How do we keep
the heroes in religious books from being “goody goody”? Because if they
are not basically good, we don’t really want them as heroes, do we? But if
they are too good, we don’t particularly like them, either! . . . When dealing with teen novels, how much of the adult, contemporary world and its
attendant problems do we want to bring into the pages of our books?
Should marriage, divorce, sickness, death and other difficult subjects be
given an airing?26

The educational and ideological message must control the book’s content, but that can prevent it from being entertaining or compelling.
Not all h.aredi critics think that authors have adequately solved this
problem. Some accuse h.aredi fiction of exhibiting poor literary quality
precisely because the inspirational message squelches creativity. A
h. aredi journalist critiques the available h. aredi children’s fiction for
being formulaic and preachy. “When the message is too clear, this may
be a book that is too shallow. There is little chance that the desired edu-
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cational message will be heard. . . . Of the tens of books that I read…I
found very few where the literary style” was adequate. 27 Similarly,
“[a]ttempts at writing ‘Orthodox fiction’ have too often been amateurish. . . . Fiction written in this style is not unlike the type of literature
which the Soviet Union has encouraged.”28
The disputes between these justifications for fiction notwithstanding, market forces may be more important than ideology to publishers,
authors, and readers. Writers and publishers will produce what the public will buy, whether or not the ideologues can justify its existence. One
store owner indicates that he keeps in stock any book written by an
author or sold by an agent who looks h.aredi. He allows readers to determine what they will or will not buy.29 Another factor that allows authors
of fiction to write and sell potentially questionable works is the lack of
formal rabbinic review. Authors of fiction do not need haskamot the
way authors of theological or halakhic works do.30 Indeed, the leading
h.aredi rabbis have kept strangely silent about the value of this fiction,
reflecting at least tacit acceptance of the phenomenon.
This places h.aredi authors in a unique position between the official
rabbinic leadership and the common person. Popular fiction, by the
nature of things, appeals to the masses. It derives its power not from tradition or from the rabbis, but from the fact that people read and enjoy
the literature, and are concerned with the issues it addresses. Even more
than rabbis and scholars, authors of popular fiction gain their authority
and weight from the “street,” and are consequently relatively unbound
by the shackles of formal authority or institutional self-interest. Still,
authors are not common people; they represent a certain segment of the
educated elite. An author of fiction can play the role of a h.aredi public
intellectual. Many h.aredi adult novels address important ideological
and religious issues that face the community and are not unambiguous
or one-dimensional in their treatment of them. Furthermore, many of
the authors have read widely from Western literature, and have a much
better education in the humanities than the average h.aredi Jew. Authors
to whom I spoke felt it important to move h.aredi fiction forward in
order to educate a more literate and sensitive reading public, even as
they questioned the quality of some of the other works.
Still, as Malka Schaps has argued, the voices of these authors remain
“filtered.”31 They are filtered by publishers’ willingness or refusal to publish certain things, readers’ willingness or refusal to buy certain things,
and by rabbis’ and educators’ tacit acceptance of some works and opposition to others. In addition, people may say things in private that they
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would be reluctant to put in print, even when designed for an exclusively h.aredi audience. Furthermore, as in other communities and genres,
literature gives voice only to those who have the capability, willingness,
self-confidence, time, and money to write. The discourse in h.aredi fiction may be different, in subtle or evident ways, from other aspects of
internal h.aredi discourse.
Indeed, a number of the recent adventure novels have raised the ire
of some h. aredi critics, who claim that these books have broken too
much literary ground in depicting shady characters and questionable
behavior. One h. aredi journalist attacks all h. aredi adventure novels
because they encode the positive values of “military heroics and physical
strength.” Children might be better off reading non-h.aredi adventure
novels in which gentiles are the heroes so that h.aredi children will not
become confused into thinking that h.aredi Jewry values adventure.32 A
number of adventure novels, including Weinstock’s own Bilti Hafikh
(Blackout in English, published in Hebrew under the pseudonym M.
Arbel) and Moshe Garylak’s Ketonet Passim (The Runaway in English,
published in both Hebrew and English under the pseudonym Chaim
Eliav) were attacked vehemently when they appeared in Israel since they
were, in the eyes of many readers and educators, too critical of h.aredi
educational and rabbinic leadership.33 Numerous schools in Israel
pulled the books from their libraries, though an official ban was never
pronounced, and the publishers modified the English version of Bilti
Hafikh to remove the elements that drew the sharpest criticism.34 One
critic publicly attacked “one of the latest, best-selling, techno-thrillers”
for its “lengthy accounts of the behavior of ‘turned off ’ youths, momentarily disenchanted with all we cherish.”35 He, like some h.aredi leaders in
Israel, organized a campaign to pressure booksellers to remove the “dangerous” literature from stores. Profit beat out ideology in the end, and
these books remained in stores, where they sold well. In the case of
Ketonet Passim, the fact that the author was also the editor of Mishpah.ah,
the h.aredi weekly in which the novel was originally serialized, gave him
more power to ignore his critics.36
Weinstock, the author who will be studied most carefully here,
makes no ideological attempt to justify his thriller novels. In fact, one of
Weinstock’s own heroes projects an attitude to life that would leave no
room for thriller fiction. Implicitly criticizing both the author and the
readers, one of the heroes of Eye of the Storm explains that “Man was
born to toil [paraphrasing Job 5:7]. A person is not born into this world
in order to indulge himself in good and luxurious sleep. He was born in
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order to work—hard. Wasn’t this world only the entrance to the next?”37
By these strict standards, relaxing in the reading of a thriller novel, no
matter how Orthodox, can hardly be justified.
Weinstock did, however, write an ideological introduction to his
collection of inspirational stories, Tales for the Soul.38 He justifies these
inspirational stories, but not thriller novels. Stories, he claims, have a
long-standing place in Jewish tradition because they are in continuity
with Biblical narrative, because they can make the listener feel attached
to the past, and because they can bring “healing and salvation.” Most
importantly, the stories are true (at least, so the author claims).39 One
sentence in this introduction could explain, although not justify, thriller
fiction. “A person’s soul . . . desires to travel to faraway places. . . .
[While reading] you are transported to other worlds, you travel a thousand years into the past, you jump from country to country.” Human
nature craves adventure, a craving vicariously satisfied by thriller novels.
The tension between attraction to and opposition to adventure is
reflected in the plot of Weinstock’s Calculated Risk.40 Israel’s security
forces need a h.aredi agent to go on a sensitive and dangerous mission
to save a kidnapped rabbi. There are no qualified agents. “You would
need a religious intelligence man. There is no such thing” (78). The
hero of the novel had been a Mossad agent before leaving the profession when he became Orthodox. Adventure and crime-solving, it
seems, are not what a h. aredi Jew should be dedicated to. The novel
explores the tension between the attraction and rejection of adventure
through a series of role-reversals, in which religious and secular Jews
switch their respective positions. A secular backpacker and thrill-seeker, dressing up as a quiet yeshivah student, becomes the best replacement for the non-existent religious agent. The novel’s climax reveals
that the kidnapped rabbi is also a secular agent who was surgically
modified to look like the rabbi. Similarly, the now Orthodox retired
agent returns temporarily to a life of action and danger in order to help
solve the crime, during which time he struggles to maintain his habitual level of prayer, Torah study, and observance. These role reversals
echo what these novels can do for the h.aredi reader, who can vicariously live a life of adventure despite the fact that the novel itself had presented this a secular value. The h. aredi readership is attracted to the
very values which it defines as non-h. aredi. This may be no different
than the attraction of these genres to the general public. Much massmarket adventure fiction allows readers to imagine doing what, in reality, they would neither do nor want to do.41
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The way in which h.aredi thriller fiction undermines the very values
that it works to uphold points to a wider tension between h.aredi popular culture and official religious values.42 Like other aspects of h.aredi
popular culture, thriller fiction may run the risk of profaning the sacred
rather than sanctifying the profane. One h.aredi writer, critiquing the
perceived abuses of h.aredi popular literature, explains that “we must
clearly distinguish . . . what is kodesh (sacred) and what is chol (secular).”43 Another critic asks sarcastically, “How is it that they are selling
fiction in stores for holy books? Perhaps they will start selling toys in
stores for holy books!?”44
Despite the problems, “It is impossible to negate this kind of
[adventure] literature completely,” in the words of one h.aredi author of
fiction, if for no other reason than that “there is a demand for it.”45 The
community’s religious values may call for certain kinds of literature and
activities, but publishers produce books that the community will buy,
and the community will buy things that perhaps it shouldn’t. Further,
publishers and writers have an interest in pushing the borders of legitimacy, as controversy can create interest and improve sales. Yet, pushing
too hard could risk an outright confrontation with the rabbinic leadership, which could hurt the publisher’s and author’s needed reputation as
being “kosher.”
There are further paradoxes in this h.aredi adaptation of the thriller
novel. Some scholars have emphasized the conservative nature of formula fiction, which can help maintain the social status quo in the predictable repetition of cultural conventions and social myths.46 Even as
others have identified greater complexities and social critiques in formula fiction,47 part of the appeal of this fiction is its predictability. Yet,
what happens when an author adapts a formulaic genre for a community that has no tradition of that formula? Ironically, the formula becomes
appealing because it is new and unexpected. Rather than the formula
reinforcing existing expectations, its very existence serves to challenge
convention. The aspect of popular fiction as a potentially subversive
social critic is heightened. This invites the reader of h.aredi adventure
fiction to examine the way the novels present, and critique, h.aredi society, religion, and ideology. The second half of this essay will examine the
ways in which Weinstock’s novels do just that.
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II. H.aredi Ideology in the Works of Yair Weinstock
Yair Weinstock is one of the pioneers of h.aredi thriller fiction. Born to a
H
. asidic family, Weinstock has lived his forty plus years entirely within
the h.aredi community in Israel and currently resides in Ma‘alot Dafna,
in the heart of Jerusalem’s h.aredi enclave. As a young man, he studied in
both H
. asidic and Lithuanian yeshivahs, but he still found time to read
popular children’s literature at a time when distinctively h.aredi fiction
had not yet developed. Under the influence of his mother’s poetry and
his father’s writings, he came to feel an existential need to write, which
took time from his budding career in teacher training. In addition to no
fewer than five thriller novels—The Gordian Knot, Blackout, Eye of the
Storm, Calculated Risk, and Time Bomb48—Weinstock has published
several volumes of inspirational stories, a biography of H
. atam Sofer, and
a number of children’s books.49 He currently divides his time between
authoring thriller novels and writing biographies of great rabbis.
Weinstock’s adventure novels imitate the best-selling mass-market
thrillers. Eye of the Storm involves international intrigue: Middle Eastern
terrorists, Russian nuclear weapons, and the struggle of Israel’s security
services to save the country by thwarting the terrorists’ plot. Calculated
Risk involves Saddam Hussein’s plan to kidnap the world’s greatest scientists and develop a technological arsenal that would bring the free
world to its knees. As in secular thrillers, the lives of innocent and
unsuspecting individuals—in this case h.aredi families and yeshivah students—are dragged against their will into the danger. As the plot develops, the heroes work to uncover the nature of their plight, and only
their brilliance and creativity help to save themselves, their nation, and
the world.50 With almost no reference to Orthodox Judaism, one could
easily confuse the blurb on the back cover of Time Bomb with that of a
recent best-selling novel by an author like Robert Ludlum.
A long-buried childhood secret and a cryptic message send Rabbi Shmuel
Bilad on a perilous journey from Israel to Europe to South America. In
Czechoslovakia, he discovers a 19th century document revealing a shocking treachery. Suddenly, the lines between friend and enemy blur. Who
can be trusted? He must watch every step as he makes his way through a
hazardous maze of intrigue. Political revolution, international turmoil
and an explosive chain of events add to the heart-pounding excitement.
Masterfully drawn characters come to life, and an absorbing plot weaves
four suspenseful storylines together until the final astonishing episode.

Weinstock began by serializing his adventure novels in the widely
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circulated Hebrew h.aredi weekly, Mishpah.ah, before publishing them as
separate books. In Hebrew, Weinstock chose a pen name, M. Arbel, at a
time when he did not yet see his career as an author of fiction. He may
also have understood that he was likely to be criticized for pushing the
boundaries of legitimate h.aredi publication.51 He used his own name in
English, responding to his success in Hebrew and perhaps to the fact
that the more secularly educated American h.aredi public might be more
open to the new genres.
These works make a fascinating case study of h.aredi fiction. First, the
borrowing from secular genres brings to the fore the tension between
isolation from and involvement with general culture. Second, these novels are mainstream, popular in the very centers of h.aredi life. Whether
despite or because of the controversy, Weinstock’s adventure novels have
sold well and are readily available in h.aredi neighborhoods in both
Israel and New York. According to the author, Gordian Knot and
Blackout each sold some 13,000 copies in Hebrew and a parallel number
in English, a staggeringly high quantity by the standards of h.aredi publishing.52 Third, and most importantly, like much h. aredi fiction for
adults, Weinstock’s novels seamlessly merge entertainment, ideology,
and social criticism. In Weinstock’s case, the ideological messages are
overt and close to the surface. While other novels have different religious or ideological concerns, they too are concerned with raising related matters of concern to the h.aredi public agenda.53
There are (at least) four ideological messages embedded in these
novels: 1) Internal criticism: pointing to flaws in current h.aredi life, and
arguing for the legitimacy and necessity of honestly confronting identifiable h.aredi weaknesses. 2) Justifying limited openness to change and
modernity for h.aredi Jews. 3) Strengthening the self-consciousness of
the h.aredi in-group by arguing for unity and cooperation between the
different subgroups of h.aredi Jews. 4) Defining the ideal relationship of
h. aredi Jewry to various out-groups, like secular Zionists, religiousZionists, and gentiles. Without getting caught up in the philosophical
conundrum of authorial intent, Weinstock agreed in conversation that
these are issues central to his concern.54
Self-Criticism as a Value in Haredi Life
As a minority which perceives itself as threatened, h.aredi Jewry is reluctant to air its faults in public. This should not, however, be confused
with an absence of self-criticism.55 Novels are a particularly comfortable
place to raise internal criticism. First, the literature is ideologically dri-
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ven, and authors are aware of their roles as h.aredi public intellectuals.
Second, these novels are expected to be read almost exclusively by the
in-group, and there is less fear of exposure to outsiders than in other
forums. Third, the criticism can be subtle. Unlike a newspaper editorial
or a rabbinic musar shmooze (lecture on ethics), the author can criticize
without saying anything overt. The message will emerge from the
behavior of different characters—who represent different segments of
h.aredi and surrounding society—and the way the narrative comments
on that behavior. An author can say between the lines what he or she
might not say openly.
The plots themselves defend the necessity of honest h.aredi self-criticism. In Blackout, Gili—a ba‘al teshuvah, newspaper reporter, and hero
of the book—is assigned to write an exposé of various H
. asidic groups for
the secular press. Along with praise, the articles include negative aspects
of H
. asidic life: “alliances and enmities in the H
. asidic] court . . . behind
the scenes . . . [and] weak links” (Blackout, 142). While the article is “free
of any hint of slander . . . it doesn’t merely pat them [h.aredim] on the
back, in ‘with us everything is perfect’ style” (Blackout, 170). This passage questions the wider h.aredi tendency “not to speak about real issues,
to sweep everything under the rug” (Calculated Risk, 68). Slander for the
sake of voyeurism or self-promotion is problematic. While “[n]ot everything that is true has to be aired in public” (Calc-ulated Risk, 68), ignoring real problems is neither believable nor productive. Weinstock’s own
works, like Gili’s newspaper articles, are meant as constructive criticism,
for the sake of h.aredi self-evaluation and eventual improvement.
The articles’ constructive criticism and open-airing of problems
contrast with the dangers of secrecy, another theme of Blackout. H.aredi
Jewry is vulnerable to outsider attackers because of secret conflicts
which fester under the surface of h.aredi public life. The Israeli secret
service (GSS) plants a mole in the h.aredi community to uncover the
underlying fights, so that anti-h. aredi GSS leaders can publicize the
problems and fan the flames of internal h.aredi strife. These anti-h.aredi
forces expect the h.aredi community to tear itself apart from the inside.
The comparison to Gili’s articles is critical. If h.aredi Jewry tries to hide
its faults, and does not address them constructively, then h.aredi enemies
will air them destructively.
This call for open discussion of communal problems fell, at least to
some degree, on deaf ears. Many h.aredi parents and educators were sure
that Blackout had overstepped the bounds of legitimacy in its description of communal faults and in criticizing h.aredi leadership. Some edu-
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cators removed the book from school libraries. Readers were particularly troubled by the description of a bitter battle for succession among the
descendants of a H
. asidic rebbe, events which were expurgated from the
English translation of the novel.56 Critics were also upset by the presentation of a particularly ambiguous character, R. Avrum Roosenthal, a
charismatic, miracle-working rabbi. His life was motivated by an overwhelming desire to control people, which led him, in part against his
will, to neglect his own stepchildren and to cooperate with the GSS plot.
By this description, he is an utterly evil figure. Yet the novel does not
question his psychological and mystical powers, which he uses to help
people. Though Roosenthal was originally motivated by a desire for
control, over time he becomes genuinely concerned for his followers.
Furthermore, Roosenthal accepts no payment for his services. By the
end of the novel, he repents and works actively to sabotage the GSS plan
and to repair the damage he has done.
Roosenthal is one of a number of figures in Weinstock’s novels who
suffer from the dangers of charismatic leadership. Weinstock’s books
include many rabbis whose motivations are pure, who give good advice
because of their objectivity and lack of selfish motivation, a position in
line with the general h.aredi emphasis on rabbinic authority and da‘at
Torah. But charismatic leadership is also potentially dangerous. A hero
of Time Bomb, a lecturer in yeshivahs, undergoes an ongoing personal
and psychological crisis because he is not charismatic enough to attract
a following. These attacks on the dangers inherent in charismatic leadership hit too close to home, with readers concerned that figures like
Roosenthal represent faults in h. aredi rabbinic leadership as a whole
(though Weinstock denied in his conversation with me that this was his
intention). In the English version of the novel, Roosenthal was changed
from a well-respected figure to a social and religious outcast, viewed
skeptically and warily by mainstream rabbis.57
Social Isolation and In-Group Cooperation
These novels also work to legitimate the less isolationist wings in the
contemporary h.aredi community and to encourage cooperation between
h.aredi subgroups. They even encourage more isolationist and rejectionist elements to become more open. Weinstock’s heroes include h.aredi
Jews from all walks of life: Ashkenazim and Sephardim, h.asidim and mitnagedim, men and women, full-time yeshivah students and h.aredi professionals, ba‘alei teshuvah and those born Orthodox, rabbis and laymen, kabbalists and halakhists, Israelis and Jews from the Diaspora, etc.
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Each novel involves cooperation between h.aredi heroes from different
backgrounds, who might have reasons to be on different sides of the
ideological and religious fences that divide h.aredi Jewry.58 This pluralistic stance matches Weinstock’s own biography. In the introduction to
Tales for the Soul, he emphasizes the beneficial things that he learned
from his h.asidic family and his mitnagdic yeshivah training.59
Rejecting intra-h.aredi enmity is central to the plot of two novels. As
we have seen, Blackout identifies inter-h.aredi rivalry as a central weakness of h.aredi Jewry. Similarly, a central sub-plot in Time Bomb involves
the nineteenth century Orthodox community in Prague, which nearly
destroys itself due to controversies and hatred fostered by interpersonal
and inter-group rivalries. Weinstock opened the Hebrew version of
Blackout with the following talmudic statement: “Peace is the only vessel
which The Holy One, Blessed Be He, found to hold a blessing for Israel”
(Ukz.in 3:12). In Weinstock’s novels, when one h.aredi subgroup de-legitimizes another, this tactic is almost always revealed to be mistaken. For
example, an otherwise faultless rosh yeshivah, R. Schmidt, accuses the
kabbalistic miracle worker, Baba Bozoglo, of being a “con artist” and a
“charlatan… nurtured from a rotten root” (Blackout, 237). This characterization is false. Bozoglo is no fraud, but a genuine kabbalist, whose
amulet helps to protect the book’s hero—though he does charge a great
deal of money for his services (Blackout, 260-264).
These novels also seek to legitimize, in the eyes of the more isolationist Israeli readership, the more open American h. aredi approach.
The American h.aredi heroes in Eye of the Storm are white-collar professionals who are presented in a positive light. They are heroic because of
their worldly concerns, not despite them.60 For example, Aharon Flamm
has his yeshivah studies cut short when the U.S. State Department discovers that, despite his thorough lack of academic training, he is a brilliant foreign policy analyst. While working hard for a living, he finds
time to complete a definitive supercommentary on the Tosafists’ interpretations of a major Talmudic tractate. As another American h.aredi
writer put it, “You can be a baal habayis [layman] and still be a talmid
chacham [Torah scholar].”61
This American model of h.aredi professionals should, according to
these stories, penetrate more deeply into Israeli h.aredi life. Calculated
Risk involves a h.aredi-run computer training school in Israel, which
produces highly talented h.aredi computer specialists. The school gains
the support of the h.aredi rabbinic leadership because it is perceived in
part as a philanthropic activity. “If impoverished married yeshivah stu-
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dents can work on the side, at night, on a computer at home, and earn a
good salary, both [employer and employee] . . . will benefit” (101). In
Israel, the notion of h.aredi men leaving full-time study to earn a living
is still perceived as a threat, and the novel records this ambivalence
(100-106, 183ff). Overall, however, the enterprise is still presented as
valuable and necessary (149-150, 184).
Eye of the Storm also presents h.aredi heroes of a different variety:
full-time yeshivah students who have no formal concerns outside the
yeshivah. The rosh yeshivah wants nothing more than to build a mussar
yeshivah, partially modeled on the Nevardok yeshivahs of Eastern
Europe,62 where students can “forget about the rest of the world” and
become a person for whom “to grow and rise spiritually is not just part
of his identity, but his whole identity” (p. 74, emphasis in the original).
The two groups of h.aredi Jews—the yeshivah students and the businessmen—are mutually dependent. The isolationist yeshivah is supported by
the wealth and work of the businessmen. The businessmen pay for the
yeshivah because it allows them to be involved in Torah study vicariously.
Yet, despite the praise for these full-time yeshivah students implicit
in these novels, they cannot remain completely isolated in the yeshivah
because they have responsibilities towards the rest of the Jewish people.
They are an integral part of the plan to thwart the terrorists who threaten Israel. The yeshivah’s prize student is invited by his uncle, a secular
police officer, to a secret meeting to plan strategy for locating a nuclear
weapon being smuggled by terrorists into Israel. He is invited because
the officer assumes that talmudic training will help the young man
think clearly. The student is the only one who figures out the smugglers’
secret plan. “I am not a navi. I just deduced things from the facts. . . .
Studying Gemara helps me learn to analyze things” (210).63 In the same
novel, the rosh yeshivah must interrupt his studies to convince the terrorist not to detonate the bomb (344-348).
The very attempt to write an adventure novel about yeshivah students requires contact between them and the outside world. Still, the
students’ emergence from the protective walls of the yeshivah is presented as heroic, thus staking ideological ground within h.aredi discourse
and implicitly criticizing some of h.aredi Jewry’s more isolationist wings.
While one recent Israeli h.aredi book on education explains that “none
of the atmosphere of the street should penetrate it [the yeshivah] at all,
[and the yeshivah should be] hermetically sealed [with] . . . special insulation,”64 Weinstock’s novels argue that complete isolation is neither
possible nor desirable.
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The notion of the legitimacy, even potential sanctity, in non-yeshivah endeavors is magnified in Gordian Knot, a novel which revolves
around a talented musical family. One theme of the novel is that music,
even classical music, can be a powerful force for serving God and bringing estranged Jews back to the fold. When used as a tool for wealth or
self-aggrandizement, however, it becomes destructive. “Use this power
[of music] only for the good, for it is a tool given to you by the Creator
to use in serving Him. If you are not true to its trust and use it for profane things, it will bring great troubles upon you” (Gordian Knot, 445).65
These novels also indicate that each man must find his place within
the range of legitimate possibilities between the full-time yeshivah student and the working yeshivah alumni. One of the anti-heroes in Eye of
the Storm is a young man whose father had pushed him to become a
scholar, even though his teachers understood his limitations. The young
man became so frustrated and disenchanted with his studies, and his
relationship with his father became so strained, that he abandoned his
h.aredi lifestyle, and enlisted in the dangerous and antinomian group,
“Friends of the Mikdash” (Chapter 13). Here, Weinstock joins a growing
h.aredi voice concerned that h.aredi education demands too much conformity and puts too much pressure on students to excel academically.
In this novel, the fault does not lie with the educational system or the
rabbinic leadership—two aspects of h.aredi life about which criticism is
most carefully guarded and muted—but in an overzealous and misguided father. Other popular h.aredi literature has become more open in its
criticism of the educational establishment, particularly in the context of
conversations about yeshivah drop-outs and delinquency among h.aredi
youth: “It would almost seem as though our educational institutions are
conspiring to disenfranchise large numbers of our children.”66
Along with the cooperation between different models of ideal male
heroes, these novels emphasize the cooperation between men and
women.67 If the male heroes reflect images of ideal h. aredi men, the
female heroes represent ideal h.aredi women. Women are minor characters, and do not take initiative, leaving the male characters to solve the
problems. Women occupy domestic and supporting roles, reinforcing
the notion that “Man’s sphere is the external world, while woman is the
instiller and protector of the vital, internal values of the Jews,” reflected
in her role in “raising a family.”68
For example, the wife of the rosh yeshivah in Eye of the Storm finds
“ingenious” ways to dry the laundry of her ten children during the rain,
without a gas dryer (48), and works hard to free her husband from
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domestic concerns so he can study and teach. When her husband hides
what is happening from her, she is silent because “she trusted her husband’s judgment implicitly.” The most extreme example of a woman in
a domestic and supporting role is the wife of the wealthy businessman
who supports the yeshivah in Eye of the Storm. Despite her wealth, she
works as the yeshivah’s cook because “that’s how she expresses her love
for Torah. . . . You should see her in her apron, surrounded by all those
enormous pots. Her face shines” (Eye of the Storm, 175). Her domestic
tasks are not an unpleasant burden, but a religious ideal.69 In contrast to
these domestic women, one of the villains in Gordian Knot is led down
the wrong path when his wife takes public initiative, trying to manage
his musical career and urging him to use his talent to earn fame and fortune (217). There are two h.aredi career women in Calculated Risk. They
live in a “Modern Orthodox” neighborhood, and one, as we shall see, is
accused of hypocrisy for working, despite ideological opposition to
doing so (Calculated Risk, 83, 114).
Between Isolation and Openness
The cooperation between working h.aredim and full-time yeshivah students is part of a larger concern with finding the right balance between
isolation and openness, between rejection and acceptance of modernity,
particularly in the form of technological advances. Calculated Risk reflects
on the potential value of h.aredim working in high-tech jobs. Computers,
according to some characters, are threatening. They open the door to
the dangers of the Internet, television, and movies. They are addictive.
They transform people into unfeeling robots. Finally, they drag h.aredi
Jews out of the safety of the h.aredi enclave and into spiritually hazardous secular offices (102-107). The novel’s Hebrew title, Sikkun
Meh.ushav, was translated as “Calculated Risk,” but is a play on words
that hints at “computerized danger.”70 In this novel—as in many popular technological thrillers—technology makes the entire world vulnerable. Master hackers have no trouble shutting down subway service,
major airports, and America’s nuclear arsenal. The terrorists’ goal is “to
penetrate the systems that Americans used daily and show them how
vulnerable the American public was to disaster” (Calculated Risk, 200).
Yet the dangers of technology do not justify an utterly isolationist or
rejectionist attitude, and the novel ultimately advocates computers as a
profession for h.aredi Jews. One of the anti-heroes in Eye of the Storm,
Akiva, exemplifies the dangers of extreme rejectionism. As a result of his
father’s death in an electrical accident, Akiva developed an irrational
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hatred of electricity, science, and technology (80-81). He became a
social outcast and was eventually drafted into the treacherous “Friends
of the Mikdash.” Akiva represents the utter rejection of change, development, or technological progress. Yet, his approach is both unrealizable and, more importantly, ideologically misguided. One night, as
Akiva makes his way toward the heroes’ yeshivah, he “was helped… by,
ironically, electric light.” In an ensuing conversation, one of the yeshivah
students explains to Akiva that “[E]lectricity also brings life into the
world. If everyone got rid of electricity . . . people would die on operating tables. Sick people who are attached to respirators would stop
breathing. . . . True, it’s artificial, but it’s also a gift from Hashem, Who
put the potential for electrical power into water, into coal, into the
atom, and gave men the wisdom to figure out how to use it” (119). This
overtly positive attitude toward technological development contrasts
with the reported position of another h.aredi leader, R. Ya’akov Perlow
(the Novominsker Rebbe), who explains that “electricity, the telephone,
and all sorts of other technological marvels [are] . . . the great bedi’eved
[acceptable only after the fact].”71
The continuing dialogue between Akiva and the yeshivah students
places Akiva’s rejectionist stance in broader historical and cultural perspective. Akiva tells the yeshivah students that life was simpler and
more holy in the pre-technological past, and the yeshivah students
agree. Yet, they explain that, “The world has changed a little, my friend.
Have you ever heard about the guy who yelled, ‘Stop the world, I want
to get off ’?” (120).72 The ideology of “h.adash asur min ha-Torah” is not
only impossible to implement, but incorrect ideologically. H.aredi
Judaism is not and should not be an utter rejection of change or novelty as such.73 Proper Judaism, according to the yeshivah students, filters
modernity, accepting what is valuable while rejecting what is unacceptable. Indeed, as we have seen, that is just what much of h.aredi popular
literature does; it allows positive (and some less-positive) aspects of
modernity to filter into h.aredi culture without inordinate exposure to
the dangers of the outside.
Another character points to a lack of h.aredi self-awareness, if not
overt hypocrisy, regarding the relationship to technology and change. In
Calculated Risk, a young h.aredi woman, Avigayil, works as a programmer
for a large computer company despite her ideological opposition to computer use. “She spews fire and brimstone against the computer… arguing that it’s addictive and that it slaughters the soul of our generation,
while she herself is a superior programmer who spends many hours a
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day in front of a screen” (114). Identifying Avigayil’s hypocrisy, the novel
points to the irony of a h.aredi community that rails against the horrors
of modern culture while being so deeply acculturated into it.
Instead of rejecting change, it is necessary to openly deliberate on
the values and dangers of different aspects of modernity. In the ongoing
discussion of computers in Calculated Risk, one wise school teacher conducts a school-wide debate over the issue. Students on both sides of the
question address the school and its staff, airing their opinions in a rational and polite manner. The debate allows students to clarify the issues,
and its success derives in part from the fact that the spokesperson
against computers, Avigayil is herself the daughter of a successful programmer (103-106). In what is undoubtedly a response on Weinstock’s
part to educators who removed his books from schools, this novel advocates a relatively open educational program (by h. aredi standards),
which allows people, including students, to openly debate the educational and ideological issues at the center of the h.aredi agenda. This
education forces students to challenge their natural assumptions, to
think for themselves, and to move beyond what they are told by their
parents or surroundings.
The Zionist Establishment: Between Belonging and Rejection
If, as we have seen, one of the social functions of h.aredi popular literature is to strengthen the cultural power of the h.aredi enclave, then it is
not surprising that these novels are concerned with painting an image of
outsiders that is useful for insiders. Yet, part of the agenda of these novels is to challenge the flat stereotypes which many h.aredi Jews have of
non-h.aredim. The novels walk a thin line between a desire to portray
non-h.aredim in a balanced and non-monolithic way and between using
the non-h.aredi figures as a foil against which to define h.aredi values.
The novels criticize non-h.aredim at the same time that they try to balance that criticism of the “other” with h.aredi self-criticism.
These novels are particularly ambivalent about the secular Zionist
establishment. The h.aredi heroes identify with the State of Israel. Both
Eye of the Storm and Gordian Knot involve terrorist attempts to destroy
Israel and the efforts of h. aredi Jews to thwart the threats. The basic
identification with Israel is presented in Weinstock’s works as self-evident and unproblematic, something which requires no theoretical or
ideological justification, despite the long-standing dispute between
Zionists and h. aredim. As another h. aredi author puts it, “Israel is a
blessed reality in the present life of world Jewry.”74
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Still, these novels portray secular Israeli characters who function as
a vicious and hate-filled “other” against which h.aredi Jewry can define
itself, an enemy despite which h.aredim can survive and triumph. Some
elements in the Zionist elite hate Judaism and h.aredim to the core. In
Time Bomb, members of the left-wing secular establishment—including
Israel’s deputy Prime Minister and an influential judge—are in fact part
of a broad Christian conspiracy to destroy Judaism and Israel from the
inside by promoting suicidal peace plans with Palestinians and by
imposing an anti-Torah secular value system on the Israeli people. In
Blackout, the secular GSS leader develops a plan to destroy the h.aredi
community. These characters point to a self-hating, almost anti-Semitic,
secular elite. This portrayal supports the self-understanding of h.aredi
Jewry as being the heroic remnant of authentic Judaism in the face of
overwhelming threats. These unrealistic and unbelievable plot twists—
the very stuff of thriller fiction—exaggerate more modest h.aredi fears
about the secular establishment (which would probably not make them
any more palatable to a secular reader).75
At the same time, more sympathetic secular voices always balance
this hatred. After the head of the GSS reveals his plan, one department
head exclaims, “The chareidim . . . posing a danger to the state? Fantasy!”
Another GSS leader declares that the proponents of the plan have “lost
all sense of proportion. Danger from chareidim? I have a few chareidi
neighbors; they are as quiet as sheep” (Blackout, 65-66). Apparently criticizing the h.aredi tendency to live in exclusively h.aredi neighborhoods, it
seems that one key to preventing hatred between the secular and the
religious is that they know each other, meet one another, and even live
near one another.76 However, this call for emergence from the h.aredi
enclave stands in tension with the isolationism inherent in distinctively
h.aredi adventure fiction. How will h.aredi and secular Jews come to know
each other better if they do not even read the same best-sellers?
Be that as it may, in these novels the vicious hatred comes from elements within the Israeli elite, not from the masses of secular Israelis.
When Gili, the hero of Blackout, begins publishing his sympathetic but
still critical articles about the h.aredi world, they are well received by the
secular audience, which is eager to see things in a more sympathetic
light. The articles open “a fascinating window into the world of the
chareidim for the secular reader. . . . The reports were . . . free of any hint
of slander, and yet enjoyed sustained success, perhaps because the lack
of smut: even the secular reader had grown tired of [the] . . . underhanded tactics” typical of the secular press (Blackout, 170-171).77 The
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newspaper articles eventually receive the prestigious “Golden Pen
Award” because of the role they play in “the unification of a divided
nation” (Blackout, 172). When the secular press paints h. aredim in
entirely black strokes, there is no hope of creating unity between the
secular and h.aredi factions of Israeli life.78
These articles were not intended to turn secular Jews into h.aredi
ones, nor did they have that effect. It is difficult for h. aredi Jews to
acknowledge the legitimacy and long-term staying power of secular
Judaism and these novels support the idea that secular Jews should
become Orthodox. Still, moderating the mutual hatred between h.aredi
and secular Jews is valuable in and of itself, without reference to h.azarah
bi-teshuvah. The novels include sympathetic Jewish characters who
demonstrate no interest in Orthodoxy, like a Viennese Jewish couple
who help and protect the heroes of Gordian Knot. There is a secular
public which is likely to remain secular, and both sides of the divide
have an interest in maintaining good relations.
Furthermore, in these novels h.aredi isolationism shares the blame
for hatred and conflict. While doing research for his articles, Gili
approaches a yeshivah, hoping to interview its leaders and students. The
rosh yeshivah is reluctant to grant the interview for several reasons, all of
which the story ultimately criticizes. First, the rosh yeshivah explains
that, “The vast majority of journalists work in the sewers; they’re a
bunch of blood-sucking leeches. . . . The reporter will probably be some
gentile dressed like a German skinhead, with two rings in his nose and
three in his ear, a gentile who doesn’t know a thing about Judaism.”
Second, there is a fear that, “exposure in a secular newspaper . . . will
lead to nothing but trouble . . . I’m afraid of chilul Hashem.” Third,
meeting with the reporter wastes time from Torah study. “To decipher
an incredibly difficult contradiction in Rambam on a hot summer’s day
in front of 50 young students” is a difficult and worthwhile task; the
interview with the reporter, by contrast, would be valueless. Yet, the
yeshivah’s administrator hopes that a write-up in the paper might gain
the attention of “a few philanthropists,” and “a bureaucrat or two will
give the new building a stamp of approval” (Blackout, 159-160). The
secular Israeli establishment can be used to secure economic or political
support for h.aredi interests.
The yeshivah leadership is wrong on all counts, and is blind to the
potential to ease tensions between h.aredim and the secular population.
The reporter is not an ignorant Jew, dedicated to the hatred of Judaism
or religion. He is a formerly secular reporter who is gradually adopting
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Orthodoxy. Furthermore, the success of the article has nothing to do
with support for the yeshivah. Rather, the fair and balanced article presents a kinder and more honest vision of the h. aredi world than the
usual fare. Isolationist elements in the h.aredi world must be willing to
sacrifice some of their own Torah study to help heal the wounds of
inter-group conflict. Similarly, Orthodox Jews like the reporter, who
work in the very heart of the secular establishment, can also serve as a
unifying force.
Of course, these novels are quite critical of secular Zionist culture.
One secular Israeli refers to his Shabbat routine of reading newspapers
and watching soccer games as “recycled garbage,” and his Orthodox
friend explains that, “the nonreligious community has lost its sense of
modesty and sensitivity” (Calculated Risk, 67-68). Though he agrees
with this characterization, the secular Israeli cannot bring himself to
admit as much publicly. Contemporary secular Zionist culture is presented as empty and lacking the idealism that it had once possessed.
Gordian Knot, for example, contrasts the old-style Zionist music, “the
beautiful songs of idealism,” with the “stupid” and “dead” music of the
contemporary Israeli rock scene (320). Much of the secular Zionist
establishment has become self-serving and egocentric, unconcerned
with the Jewish unity which these novels advocate. Israeli officials in Eye
of the Storm fight among themselves for recognition and power, and,
therefore, botch any attempts to track down the missing nuclear bomb.
The Mossad, police, and GSS argue bitterly among themselves over who
should get the assignment to find and neutralize the bomb. “No one
wanted to miss out on a chance for glory” (Eye of the Storm, 169). One
Mossad operative goes so far as to infect the GSS agent with the flu,
assuring that the latter will be unable to participate in the search. In his
enthusiasm to gain the credit, the arrogant Mossad agent is easily led
astray by a money-hungry Russian double agent, who sends the Israeli
defense establishment on a wild goose chase.
In short, the Mossad, in its arrogance, is “playing Russian roulette
with millions of lives for the sake of a few extra moments of glory” (Eye
of the Storm, 261). This accusation combines two long-standing themes
in h.aredi criticism of the Israeli establishment. First, secular Zionists
have long been willing to sacrifice Jewish lives and beliefs for their own
perceived interests. Particularly, the Zionist establishment did little to
save religious Jews from the horrors of the Holocaust, and arranged to
destroy the religious commitments of Sephardic immigrants.79 Indeed,
Gordian Knot opens with a conversation between two fresh immigrants,
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one a Holocaust survivor and the other a Sephardic Jewish refugee, who
are sent by the Zionist establishment to serve as cannon fodder in the
disastrous battle of Latrun during the War of Independence. Second,
Israel’s material success has led Israeli culture away from the secular idealism that it once possessed. Contemporary Israeli culture is mired in
materialism and selfishness. As another h.aredi author put it, “Zionism
may have lost its hold, nothing has replaced it besides emptiness.”80 The
degeneration of aspects of Zionist culture into individualism and selfishness is represented by some of the most evil characters in these novels: secular Israeli turncoats who betray their nation for money in Eye of
the Storm and Gordian Knot.
The novels promote greater unity not only between h.aredi and secular Jews, but between different groups of secular Israelis as well. The
Israeli establishment eventually succeeds in tracking down the bomb in
Eye of the Storm. The secret to Israeli success is not in its power, technology, or strategic sophistication, but in cooperation and unity. “The
three agents—so recently divided in competition and animosity—made
a pact of friendship for the purpose of destroying their common
enemy” (307). From that moment on, the defense establishment suddenly succeeds. Even Arab terrorists understand that Israel “had a population that could devour itself in strife during peacetime, but it would
stand together in awesome unity against a common enemy—the unity
of the Jews was an incomparable secret weapon” (Eye of the Storm, 66).
Along with the secular Jews who remain secular, each of the novels
includes at least one important character who sees the beauty of Torah
over the course of the narrative and becomes more committed to observance. It seems that it is a positive development if Israelis become
h.aredi. This echoes a general trend in h.aredi popular literature, which
emphasizes ba‘alei teshuvah above and beyond their numbers. As one
writer put it, “Every rabbi that I consulted said that none of us have
heard enough baal teshuva stories.”81 Most of the popular literature
ostensibly written for ba‘alei teshuvah is probably read in large numbers
by those born into Orthodoxy. The emphasis on ba‘alei teshuvah plays
an important educational role for “frum-from-birth” readers. It stresses
the positive aspects of Torah observance, and helps support the selfconfidence of a community that feels threatened. A secular Jew who
adopts a h.aredi approach indicates to the community that its commitments are not irrational or mistaken. Furthermore, since any Orthodox
commitment in the modern world is by definition voluntary, many
committed Orthodox Jews identify closely with ba‘alei teshuvah. They
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may not have adopted Orthodoxy, but they have at least chosen not to
abandon the Orthodoxy into which they were raised.
Even here, however, the novels push only so far in their encouragement of ba‘alei teshuvah. Many characters begin to see value in Torah,
but do not (yet?) make the jump into Orthodoxy. In Eye of the Storm, a
group of secular teens are invited to the yeshivah for Shabbat, reinforcing
the claim that yeshivahs must not remain utterly isolationist. During the
Shabbat in the yeshivah, “a small door opened in their hearts, so long
starved of spiritual fare” (Eye of the Storm, 178). Yet, these teens disappear from the story as quickly as they appear. We do not know where
their newfound appreciation for Torah leads them. Similarly, a teen-age
rock star in Gordian Knot softens in his antagonism to Torah over the
course of the novel, but he never makes the leap into observance.
Blackout is even critical of some of the methods used to bring nonOrthodox Jews into the fold. The narrator reveals some of the less-thanhonest techniques of the mah.zirim bi-teshuvah. The lecturer at a teshuvah seminar,
began with a shaky proof [for the truth of Torah], the “scapegoat” of his
lecture, an easy kill for his attackers. The listeners perked up: This one was
going to be fun. A hail of questions and objections rained down upon him.
He . . . readily agreed that there were some weaknesses in his argument.
During the course of the question and answer period, he himself brought
down his own initial hypothesis. Now everyone was listening intently. This
was a good speaker, one who agreed with his audience! It soon became
clear, though, that the attackers had fallen into a trap, wasting their ammunition on a decoy. Now it was time for the incisive proofs (Blackout, 30).82

To summarize, these novels maintain an ambivalent attitude to secular Israelis and their culture. Despite vicious criticisms of many elements
in secular Israeli life, the value of Jewish unity requires cooperation and
warm relations between all Jews. While non-Orthodox Jews should
adopt Orthodoxy, they remain valuable members of the Jewish people
even if they do not. Yet, as much as the novels struggle not to paint a
monolithic picture of the secular Israeli “other,” they are hardly an
attempt to present secular Jews as they would present themselves. The
secular Israelis in these novels—both sympathetic and unsympathetic—
present images that serve h.aredi needs, and they are defined in h.aredi
categories. The hate-filled secularists are a threat that can help create and
maintain solidarity among the threatened. The more friendly secular
Jews are not ideologically committed to a secular Zionist worldview out
of real and considered conviction.83 Secularism is not a positive commit-
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ment to something, but rather the absence of, or active antagonism
toward, “authentic” Judaism. 84 There is no serious conversation or
debate between ideologically committed groups, and secular Zionism is
not taken seriously as a coherent worldview worthy of consideration. For
all their deliberately constructed openness, these novels do not break out
of the “h.aredi-ocentric” worldview of the author and the intended readership. As a h.aredi author, Weinstock pushes the envelope quite far, but
these novels remain inspirational literature, designed to maintain ingroup solidarity, even as they struggle for a more open attitude.
Religious Zionism
There is one group of characters who are ideologically committed to a
non-h. aredi religious worldview: the messianic, Temple-building,
“Friends of the Mikdash” in Eye of the Storm. This nature-loving agricultural group is dedicated to the destruction of the mosques on the
Temple Mount and to rebuilding the Temple. They represent a caricature of religious Zionism. While the novels are devoid of mainstream
religious Zionists, the description of “Friends” points to where religious
Zionist ideology might lead if it is taken to its (logical?) extreme.
“Friends” allows for ideological debate between religious Zionism and
h. aredi Judaism in a carefully constructed environment in which the
h.aredi side cannot lose.
Since its inception, important elements in religious Zionism have
emphasized the necessity for human effort to resettle the Land of Israel
and help usher in the messianic age. Recently, religious Zionism has
become increasingly concerned with issues relating to the reconstruction of the Temple. Groups like “The Temple Mount Faithful” have
remained on the fringe, but other organizations, like “Makhon HaMikdash,” which work to educate people about the Temple in preparation for its imminent reconstruction, have made a comfortable place for
themselves in mainstream religious Zionist discourse in Israel.85 Furthermore, the combination of religious extremism, a militant ideology, and
a love of nature and agriculture is a model that has developed at the
edges of religious Zionism.86 “Friends” may be an exaggeration, but it is
hard to miss the echoes of broader trends in religious Zionism.
The “path to holiness [of ‘Friends’] is distorted.” The book’s heroes
accuse the group’s leaders of provoking Arab hostility, of ignoring the
opinions of the generation’s “Torah leaders” and verbally attacking
“great Rabbis,” of denying God’s providence and “His power to rebuild
the Beis Hamikdash Himself,” of doing nothing to eliminate the “cause-
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less hatred” and other sins which were the “reasons for the Temple’s
destruction,” of not being motivated “l’shem Shamayim, for Heaven’s
sake” (Eye of the Storm, 180, 228-229, 231, 288-289). Their ideological
deviations lead them to antinomian attempts to bring sacrifices and
perform Temple-based rituals before the Temple’s reconstruction (103104, 247-248). This group is willing to sacrifice Halakhah for the sake of
furthering its messianism.87 Ultimately, their faulty religious ideology
and naive enthusiasm for the Temple lead “Friends” to cooperate unwittingly with Arab terrorists.
At one point, one of the “Friends” overhears the yeshivah students
studying topics associated with the Temple, though they have no plans
of doing anything to actually build it. “Maybe they’re the ones who are
really rebuilding the Beis Hamikdash, and not us? Every midnight debate
over their Gemaras [books of Talmud] was adding another stone of fire
[to the supernal Temple]” (Eye of the Storm, 113. Also see 117-119). The
Messiah will come and the Temple will be rebuilt not through the religious Zionist program of pragmatic effort, but through h.aredi dedication to Torah study and performance of religious rituals. “To do mitzvos,
to learn Torah, to improve our characters, especially when relating to
our fellow man. Our tradition tells us that our good deeds will merit the
coming of the third Beis Hamikdash, which will descend from heaven
completely built” (Eye of the Storm, 229).88
The absence of a positive or neutral religious Zionist character, and
the portrayal of religious Zionism in caricature form, prevents the
need—unacceptable in much h.aredi rhetoric—to acknowledge a serious
theological debate between rival understandings of Jewish Orthodoxy.89
According to its own self-understanding, h. aredi Judaism is the only
legitimate understanding of Judaism. Debating religious Zionism on
equal ideological or religious grounds would implicitly grant it credibility. It is, ironically, easier for this h.aredi author to paint secular Jews in
positive light than to do the same for non-h.aredi Orthodox Jews.
Gentiles
These novels have little or nothing good to say about gentiles.90 They
call for unity within the h.aredi community, and between h.aredim and
secular Israelis, but there is no such call for unity with non-Jews. The
most villainous characters are Muslim Arabs, who are almost universally
terrorists. “The Islamic Religion is based on murder and bloodshed”
(Eye of the Storm, 347). Arab plots to murder masses of Israeli Jews are
central to Eye of the Storm and Gordian Knot. No mention is made of
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Arab national ambitions or collective self-interest; their sole desire is to
kill Jews and destroy Israel. Even Arabs who are Israeli citizens are terrorists (Gordian Knot, 59, 128-129). This presentation of Arabs help
support the notion, common in h. aredi self-understanding, that the
Jewish people is an eternally threatened minority. It aims an ideological
arrow at Zionism for its failure to eliminate anti-Semitism and normalize the Jewish people.
Even here the novels struggle with a more nuanced approach.
Individual Arabs, though just individuals, do appear in a conspicuously
positive light. Eye of the Storm includes an Israeli-Arab surgeon who
treats one of the heroines (Eye of the Storm, 162-165). His identity raises
the patient’s suspicion. “I don’t trust that doctor. He’s an Arab” (Eye of
the Storm, 165). These fears are unfounded. This doctor, like a similar
Arab surgeon in Blackout (378-379), does nothing wrong. The fact that
these doctors are Arabs plays no role in the plots other than to indicate
that there may be individual good Arabs.
Christians fare no better than Arabs. They are not terrorists, but
they share the Arab hatred for Jews and for Israel. Time Bomb revolves
around the Church’s attempt to draft missionaries into Israel’s fifth-column secular left as part of a plan to destroy Israel and Judaism. “The
Christians want to be rid of the Jewish state as much as we [Arabs] do;
we’re just more daring” (Eye of the Storm, 316; also see 288).
Gentile Russians also emerge as villains, a theme which echoes
h.aredi rhetoric about masses of non-Jewish Russians who emigrate to
Israel under the Law of Return. In Eye of the Storm, a gentile Russian
immigrant to Israel tries to earn money by smuggling the nuclear
weapon into Israel. Another Russian character explains, “From the
beginning of time, money has been the engine that has driven man. See
me? I’m 68 years old and believe in only one thing: the power of
money” (Eye of the Storm, 254). Here, as well, there are signs of humanity in individuals. Realizing what a terrible thing he has done, the
Russian terrorist-scientist in Eye of the Storm regrets his actions at the
last minute, and thwarts the plan to explode the nuclear weapon. Even
in their most unguarded attacks on gentiles, the novels emphasizes that
individual gentiles may not be all bad.
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Conclusion
“There are many good reasons for studying popular fiction. The best,
though, is that it matters. . . . Popular fictions saturate the rhythms of
everyday life. In doing so, they help to define our sense of ourselves,
shaping our desires, fantasies, imagined pasts and projected futures.”91
In the case of h.aredi Jewry, this fiction indeed matters. H.aredi authors
of fiction, and ideologues who argue about its value, are defining themselves, shaping h.aredi senses-of-self in ways that move beyond stereotypes of h.aredim in general and their popular literature in particular.92
The h. aredi Jewry revealed in these novels is not a monolithic, conformist, unquestioning remnant of the past, hermetically sealed in a
closed culture. Rather, it is dynamic, struggling with the tensions between
the past and the present, between conformity and individualism, between
authority and autonomy, between isolation and acculturation. It is a
h.aredi Jewry willing to break new literary ground and question existing
habits and norms, even as the h.aredi concern with communal boundary
maintenance places limits on how open this literature can be, particularly in its criticism of contemporary h.aredi Jewry and its portrayal of
non-h.aredim.
In this literature, cultural forms and genres which have their sources
outside the h.aredi world are transformed to fill internal h.aredi needs.
H
. aredi literature, even when designed primarily to entertain, contains
some substantive ideological message that serves to justify its very existence. Authors and publishers explore ideological issues that stand at the
center of h.aredi discourse, even as they do so in an entertaining way.
H
. aredi authors can use their stories to help explore the borders between
the in-group and the out-group and the people in between. The literature serves as a mouthpiece for internal criticism, particularly in raising
issues from a layer of the literary, if not the rabbinic, elite.
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